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Abstract

Malware is one of the main threats to Internet security in general, and to commercial transactions in particular. However, given the
high level of sophistication reached by malware (e.g. usageof encrypted payload and obfuscation techniques), malwaredetection
tools and techniques still call for effective and efficient solutions. In this paper, we address a specific, dreadful, and widely diffused
financial malware: Zeus.
The contributions of this paper are manifold: first, we propose a technique to break the encrypted malware communications,
extracting the keystream used to encrypt such communications; second, we provide a generalization of the proposed keystream
extraction technique. Further, we proposeCronus, an IDS that specifically targets Zeus malware. The implementation of Cronus
has been experimentally tested on a production network, andits high quality performance and effectiveness are discussed. Finally,
we highlight some principles underlying malware—and Zeus inparticular—that could pave the way for further investigation in this
field.
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1. Introduction

Malware is probably the most recurrent threat over the Inter-
net, and probably one of the most dreadful ones. The monetary
loss caused by cyber crimes has been recently estimated to be
over one hundred billiondollars in cash[1]. This is a dramatic
value for Anti Virus (AV) companies, considering that 54% of
these crimes have been linked to computer virus/malware inci-
dents. The Zeus malware has been defined as the world’s most
notorious banking malware, due to its sophisticated ways to
steal banking credentials or covertly falsify electronic transfers.
In July 2009, a security report from Damballa [2] ranked Zeus
as the most threatening botnet, infecting around 3.6 million of
computers in the US alone. Although financial institutions are
reluctant to share an accurate value of the financial loss caused
by Zeus, it was estimated that it has caused damages of more
than 100 million US dollars since its first detection. There are
some technical countermeasures against malware which can be
deployed, such as AV software and Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS). However, one of the reasons for the catastrophic esti-
mated consequences of Zeus is the low detection rate of Zeus
by most of the Anti Virus (AV) vendors [3]. Moreover, the
most critical element in this confrontation is time. The need for
a quick way to detect malware traffic usually makes the differ-
ence between a successful malware and a defeatable one.

Malware coders, on their side, have developed some hiding
techniques in order to escape detection, the simplest of which
(though the most used one) being payload encryption. In par-
ticular, symmetric encryption of the payload is chosen due to
its easier management, as opposed to public key encryption1.
Algorithms used are XOR-based and range from custom devel-
oped ones, such as the ones used by TDL[4] and Torpig[5], to
RC4, which is used by Zeus and hence is the focus of this paper.
In addition to encryption, a very weak obfuscation algorithm is
occasionally applied, consisting in base-64-encoding thepay-
load.
Each of the mentioned techniques implies that the malware,
once installed on the host machine, carries the encryption key
with it. Hence, it could seem easy, once the malware has been
detected on a system, to extract the key. Indeed, it was simple in
the past, when the key was placed on a fixed memory location.
Unfortunately, novel techniques, such as obfuscation of the key
[6], have made the quest for the encryption key quite difficult to
win.

Contributions- This paper provides several contributions.
First, we propose a technique to extract the keystream used by

1However, note that the Zeus FAQ specifically address this issue and argue
that public key encryption is not used due to the fact that confidentiality of the
payload is not a priority, while detection avoidance is.
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a specific malware (Zeus) to encipher its payload. This makes
it possible to further identify the Zeus malicious traffic inside
a computer network. The keystream extraction technique does
not require static analysis to look for the encryption key (usu-
ally obfuscated in the executable), but only relies on analyzing
the network traffic that has been generated by the infected com-
puter. As our preliminary investigation shows, it is easilyau-
tomatable and particularly efficient. Further, we propose a SW
architecture that, leveraging the presented techniques, proposes
a general technique to extract the keystream. Additionally, we
also presentCronus, an IDS that is able to detect the malicious
botnet i.e. both the C&C and its bots, only with a few bytes of
the key that was previously found. Finally, we demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed IDS by testing it inside our corpo-
rative network. Experimental results prove the correctness and
viability of our findings, and pose the basis for further research
focused on identifying generic malicious traffic.

Roadmap- This paper is organized as follows: in Section
2 we report on related work. In Section 3 we provide a de-
tailed background on the Zeus malware family. A comprehen-
sive code analysis of the malware encryption routines is also
provided, together with a detailed explanation of Zeus operat-
ing mode. In Section 4, we formally introduce the methodol-
ogy used for extracting a key that could be utilized to decipher
certain Zeus network traffic, also providing a pseudo code that
leverages the flaws discovered in the malware crypto routines.
In Section 5 we describe the implementation of the designed
software through our experimental phase and in Section 6 we
present a case study in order to evaluate the applicability of the
framework in a real-case scenario. In Section 7, we report les-
son learned, while in Section 8, we provide some concluding
remarks.

2. Related work

In the recent years, financial malwares and their fraudulent
activities, e.g. phishing and cyber frauds, have been investi-
gated in several ways. For instance, Chandrasekaran et al. [7]
proposed an approach to detect phishing attacks using fake re-
sponses and monitoring site behavior, while Birk and Gajek [8]
extended such an idea to a framework leveraginghoneytokens
[9] to track phishers.

Several technology-based strategies have been also devel-
oped to dynamically analyze and defeat botnets. Holz et al.
[10] introduced a methodology to track and observe botnets us-
ing honeypot technologies. Inspired by the work of Holtz,the
Dorothy Framework[11] was developed, which aims to ana-
lyze, track, and visualize a botnet in a highly automated fash-
ion. Such a framework was also customized [12] to investigate
the financial oriented botnets. However, recent malwares use
crypto routines to cipher their traffic to communicate with their
Control Center (C&C). Thus, it is often required to extract the
communication symmetric key from the malware binary, in or-
der to successfully decipher the network flow content. To fit
this purpose, Caballero et al. [13] proposed a tool that lever-
ages the binary code reuse technique to extract code fragments
of the malware encryption/decryption routines, and employ this

to uncover the malicious communication traffic. Leader et al.
[14][15] reached the same goal in a different way: monitoring
the data exchanged by the malware binary at the I/O level of the
sandbox interfaces.

Along with the increasing research efforts on malware analy-
sis/detection, a number of different countermeasures have also
been explored in order to deal with the ever evolving botnet
threat. For instance, DNSsink-holinghas been frequently in-
vestigated [16] [17] [18] to avoid infected computers reaching
their C&C by resolving it to a not reachable IP address, i.e.
loopback or reserved IP address. Also pattern-matching iden-
tification techniques were proposed [19][20], to enroll IDSs to
identify and block malicious traffic related to a botnet. In ad-
dition, defaming countermeasures around financial malwares
have been investigated by Ormerod et al. [21]. In particular,
they investigated the defaming botnet toolkits aiming at dis-
couraging or prosecuting the end-user of the stolen credentials.
Ford and Gordon [22] research deeply focused on attacking the
Malicious-code generated revenue streams in order to economi-
cally damage the criminal business model. Regarding Zeus, the
banking trojan which is the main focus of this paper, Binsalleeh
et al. published a comprehensive analysis of the Zeus crime-
ware toolkit version 1.2.4.2 [23]. They reverse engineeredthe
malware in order to discover its inner features and to betterun-
derstand its behavior in order to inject fake information into the
botnet C&C, and consequentially defame the malware toolkit.

In their paper, they pointed out that communications between
the infected hosts and the Zeus C&C rely on a vulnerable im-
plementation of the RC4 cipher which can be exploited by a
keystream reuse attack. In a preliminary work of ours [24], we
further investigated this vulnerability focusing on the host anal-
ysis. This work extends previous research results on Zeus, by
investigating new techniques to detect and decipher Zeus net-
work communication. In addition, our work is focused on a re-
cent version of Zeus which shows a higher level of complexity
with respect to the analysis techniques used in the aforemen-
tioned papers.

3. The Zeus malware

The Zeus malware (also known as Zbot) first appeared in
2006 when a security firm released a full reverse engineering
analysis [25] about an unknown trojan named PRG. Since then,
it has been modified and customized to suite specific needs
and released in different variants, each one offering innovative
features to steal sensitive information. Zeus was originally
created, distributed, and maintained by Russian cybercrime
gangs [26]. Historically, the russian cyber underground scene
is mainly of criminal intent, as the ultimate goal would be to
maximize the amount of money the participants could make.
On top of that, the general hacking environment in Russia can
be mainly characterized as financially driven. Controversially,
legal persecution of cyber crime in Russia is not a priority.
Strategically, Russian hackers usually avoid targeting regular
Russian citizens in order to gain a shared sense of toleration
and even admiration. In addition, the strategic choice to
prefer targets outside the Russian Federation complicates
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the cross-border cooperation that is needed to investigate
the cybercrime related frauds. Indeed, investigating crimes
against foreign interest does not represent a priority for law
enforcement officers in Russia [26].

3.1. The crimeware toolkit

The Zeus crimeware toolkit used to be sold privately for a
price that ranged between $800 and $4,000. However, its mar-
ket value has been drastically reconsidered since the leakage
of its source code in March 2011. Interestingly, on February
2011, a forum post was published on a notorious underground
forum where a seller offered the full version of the Zeus source
code (toolkit included) for a “high price”. Speculations suggest
that the price asked by the seller was floating around $100,000
[27]. When the source code was leaked, it generated a sud-
den increase of new Zeus malware variants, offering to the en-
tire Internet community a framework to easily set up a robust
financial botnet for free. The builder offers the capability to
create customized malware executables and the botnet config-
uration files needed for correct botnet operation. In this way,
users could create their own malware which targets the finan-
cial institutions that have been inserted in the malware building
process. Additionally, the control panel offers the ability to eas-
ily administer the botnet through a user-friendly PHP page,that
allows the botnet owners to quickly retrieve a comprehensive
status of their bots, and to be able to download the stolen infor-
mation. Moreover, the installer comes with a bilingual manual
(Russian and English) which explains the fundamental stepsre-
quired to install the Zeus suite.

The Zeus malware is a software designed to make a profit
also by its development. As a matter of fact, its full customiz-
ability offers to cyber-criminals the opportunity to develop new
modules and sell them in the market place. For instance, the
form grabber module for Mozilla Firefox and the back con-
nect module (the latter offering the botnet owners to have a di-
rect access to the console of the infected computer), were sold
for around $2,000. People interested in particular features can
post their advertisement on such underground forums, and offer
money to those who could develop the requested customized
software.

3.2. Zeus communication protocol

Like most banking trojans, the Zeus’s goal is to steal sensi-
tive information that could lead the attacker to carry out a fi-
nancial fraud against the victim. The Zeus ecosystem is usually
composed of three different entities: the bot, e.g. the machine
that has been infected, the Command and Control — here in af-
ter C&C, ordropzone— i.e. the main server where the control
panel is hosted and where the bots send the stolen information,
and the configuration server: the server where the configuration
file is hosted, ready to be downloaded by the bots. The C&C
and the configuration server usually overlap their role, offering
to botnet owners the comfort of administering only one server.

Once the victim’s computer is infected, the malware hooks
every API call in order to grab sensitive information beforeit

is sent through the network. In this way, the malware is able
to steal HTTPS sessions before they are encrypted, and also to
send them to the C&C. Stolen information mainly resides in
HTML input data forms, POP, FTP accounts credentials, X509
certificates stored in the browser, and cookies saved in the sys-
tem. Occasionally, the botnet owner can also request a screen
snapshot to the owned bots, forcing them to send a screenshot
of what they are currently looking at.

Stolen data is regularly sent to the botnet’sdropzonethrough
two different communication channels. The first one, referred
in the Zeus configuration file aslog, consists in a small keep-
alive message containing all the main status information about
the zombie i.e.botID, botnetID, IP-address, bot OS, etc. No-
tably, this packet is sent to thedropzoneevery two minutes by
default, and consists of the most frequent communication type
between the zombie and its C&C. Thus, its periodic emission
could be leveraged by an anomaly based IDS to identify an in-
fected computer inside a network. The second communication
flow used by Zeus, referred asreport, occurs less frequently
than thelog one i.e. by default every ten minutes. As well as
the zombie status information included in thelog packet,report
packets also contain all the data that has been stolen in the sys-
tem. Hence, this message is usually bigger than the previous
one, and packet fragmentation according to the network MTU
size is often required by the OS for sending the entire TCP seg-
ment.

The TCP packet structure of the Zeusreport communication
is shown in Figure 1. The packet begins with a 48 bytes long
header, followed byn bytes containing thebody, which is di-
vided into severalitemscontaining all the stolen information
categorized by prefixed labels. Theheaderconsists of 20 bytes
of random padding, followed by 12 bytes used for theheader
info and 16 used to store the MD5 hash of the Zeusbody. The
header infois composed of three slots of four bytes each, re-
spectively containing the Zeusbody size, the Zeusitem flags
and the number of Zeusitemscontained in thebody. Zeusitem
flagsare used to indicate whether the Zeusbodyis compressed
and, if so, how to manage contained items. The MD5 hash
is used by the control panel as integrity verification: once the
C&C receives the message, it firstly calculates the MD5 of the
body, and then compares it with the one stored in the packet.
If the two hashes match, the packet is processed by the C&C;
otherwise the packet is dropped.
Each Zeusitem is composed by a 16 bytes longitem header
and anitem bodywith a variable length. Theitem headeris di-
vided into four 4 bytes long slots containing theitemID, a zero
padding string, and the length of theitem body. Note that the
last two slots represent the same information — a clear rational
for this is currently missing. Theitem headeris used to iden-
tify the information by its type and to anticipate the lengthof
its body. In this way, the Zeus control panel knows how to dis-
sect the received packet, and it is able to store eachitem in the
correct SQL field. Table 1 shows the main Zeusitem IDsused
to identify the stolen information. The values ofitems10002
and10003 areconstant, and are fixed at the time of the mal-
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ItemID Value

10001 SBCID BOT ID
10002 SBCID BOTNET
10003 SBCID BOT VERSION
10005 SBCID NET LATENCY
10006 SBCID TCPPORTS1
10007 SBCID PATH SOURCE
10008 SBCID PATH DEST
10009 SBCID TIME SYSTEM
10010 SBCID TIME TICK
10011 SBCID TIME LOCALBIAS
10012 SBCID OS INFO
10013 SBCID LANGUAGE ID
10014 SBCID PROCESSNAME
10015 SBCID PROCESSUSER
10016 SBCID IPV4 ADDRESSES
10017 SBCID IPV6 ADDRESSES
10018 SBCID BOTLOG TYPE
10019 SBCID BOTLOG

Table 1: Zeus item IDs

ware creation2. We refer to these items astrojan items. As for
the otheritems, they are variable and strictly depend on the in-
fected system — we refer to them asenvironmental items. It
is important to note that all the stolen cookies are stored into
the item id 10009, which can reach several Mbytes of length.
Indeed, the more cookies the system has, the bigger the entire
packet will be.
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Figure 1: Zeus TCP packet structure

2While item10002 is specified by the bot master,item10003, which defines
the bot version, is hard coded within the Zeus Builder toolkit.

3.3. Zeus crypto routines

Since its first version, the Zeus trojan encrypts the network
communication with its C&C in order to avoid identification by
pattern-recognition algorithms used by the IDS. The Zeus 1.x
malware version used to encrypt its data using the RC4 stream
cipher [23], which offers a fast and lightweight encryption in
terms of CPU consumption. Indeed, since one XOR opera-
tion over a PCword can take from four to eight CPU clocks
to be completed, a 2GHz CPU could successfully execute from
250M to 500M XOR/s. Besides performance, the RC4 algo-
rithm is also very easy to implement, considering that it can
be written from scratch in just few lines. The RC4seed, the
security of the encryption algorithm relies upon, is set by the
botnet owner during the malware sample building phase. Once
the malware is executed, the seed (alsokey in the following)
is stored in a predefined and fixed memory space, ready to be
used every time the bot needs to download a new configura-
tion file, or needs to send the stolen information. Notably, the
RC4 initialization vector is reused at every invocation, meaning
that every outgoing packet will be encrypted starting from the
beginning of the keystream. The research results provided in
this paper were a direct result of leveraging this implementa-
tion weakness, allowing us to reuse the reconstructed partsof
the keystream to decipher the configuration file.
For previous Zeus versions, researchers used to have several
ways to automatically find out the key and to decrypt the traffic
between the bot and its C&C. As long as the encryption key was
stored in a fixed address space, the researchers could automati-
cally dump all the volatile memory of the infected machine and
extract the data contained inside a known range space. When
the second version of the Zeus malware came out, it introduced
a new layer of encryption and a new way to dynamically store
its key in memory. Because of this, all the automated frame-
works developed around Zeus 1.x needed to be completely re-
viewed.
The version analyzed in this paper, Zeus 2.0.8.9, further in-
troduced a new layer of obfuscation on its data communica-
tion process between the infected machine and the C&C. De-
velopers who added this additional obfuscation layer probably
wanted to avoid IDSs from detecting known patterns previously
learnt by Zeus 1.x malware analysis. The sequence diagram in
Figure 2 summarizes the encryption and obfuscation routines
used by the analyzed Zeus malware. Thus, after decrypting cer-
tain RC4 Zeus network traffic, an additional decryption func-
tion needs to be invoked to break the entire cipher ring — en-
abling recovery of the corresponding plain text. Notably, our
research demonstrates that this additional encryption layer does
not really hinder cryptanalysis. As outlined in further sections,
this finding allowed us to identify certain malicious traffic pat-
terns without necessarily breaking the obfuscation layer.

At the time of writing, there are several Zeus variants in the
wild, due to the source code leakage. Some of them intro-
duce the same domain flux technique used by Confiker and Tor-
pig to evade DNSsink-holing, and P2P communications as the
main communication channel between the bots and their C&C.
However, apart for a specific variant that uses AES instead of
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Figure 2: Encryption/Decryption flow of Zeus 2.0.x

RC4[28], the encryption mechanism has not been drasticallyal-
tered from the previous version, preserving the applicability of
our findings also to the latest Zeus version.

3.4. Zeus Control Panel

The HTTP control panel is in charge of decrypting incoming
communications, sent by the botnet’s zombies to their C&C,
and to encrypt the relative answers. Its code is written in
PHP, and includes three pages in its root directory:cp.php,
gate.php andinstall.php. The leaked Zeus 2.0.8.9 source
code was analyzed, taking advantage of the fact that all the code
is well commented at every function point and, although com-
ments are written in Russian/Cyrillic, it was possible to obtain
a reasonable translation using the Google Translate web service
[29].

The install.php file is an executable page that automat-
ically configures the server environment with the malware re-
quirements. The installation process takes a few minutes: once
the botmaster has inserted the environment information into
the install page (such as DB server credentials and user admin
password) the script takes care of filling in the database with
the SQL schema needed for the botnet control panel. Besides
the installation page,cp.php is the main page which the bot-
master uses for controlling the botnet. This web page mainly
represents the status of the botnet by querying the MySQL
database, and offers the capability to send custom commands
to the owned bots. The PHP page handling the incoming HTTP
POST messages isgate.php, where our attention was particu-
larly focused on.
The code inside this page is in charge of decrypting the ciphered
TCP flow incoming from the botnet zombies, and dissecting the

payload into different variables, as previously outlined. Further-
more, the code takes care of filling in the database with the re-
trieved information in cleartext. The decryption functions used
in this web page are stored in an external file,global.php,
which resides in thesystem directory. The obfuscation and the
decryption routines detailed later on were analyzed by closely
studying these two files.

4. Methodology

In the current section, we formally define the proposed key
extraction and malicious traffic detection methods. Letv1 and
v2 be infected computers running in a controlled environment
and belonging to a botnetbt1. Let envv1,i andenvv2,i be Zeusen-
viornmental itemsof v1 andv2 respectively — recall that those
values are known. Let alsoωbt1 be the Zeustrojan item, with
value and size unknown to us. The plain text of a Zeusreport
issued byv1 is composed of:

Rv1 = [header,envv1,0, ωbt1,envv1,1, ...,envv1,l ]

where theheaderis unknown and depends on thebody, which
is composed ofenvv1,i andωbt1. Analogously, the plain textRv2

is composed of:

Rv2 = [header,envv2,0, ωbt1,envv2,1, ...,envv2,l ].

Note that theitemωbt1 is common to all bots in the botnetbt1.
Moreover, reports issued by bots belonging to the same botnet
follow the same structure. Each of these reports is then en-
crypted in order to obtain packetsC andD, respectively issued
by v1 andv2.
By merging this information with the knowledge acquired dur-
ing the Zeus Toolkit code analysis, we can identify certain parts
of the plain text message, i.e.envv1,i andenvv2,i , that will be en-
crypted and sent to the C&C. As discussed before, the Zeus
malware does not update the RC4 initialization vector, expos-
ing its communications to key reuse attacks. This weakness
permitted us to develop achosen-plaintext attack, based on the
known environmental items, against the encrypted stream that
flows between the bot and its C&C. In particular, we were able
to retrieve the keystream —from the cypher text—, and to reuse
it to detect infected network traffic. To this goal, we focused on
the biggest encrypted packet that a Zeus infected computer pe-
riodically sends to its C&C, which includes a full report of the
stolen information.

4.1. Cryptanalysis

The RC4 is a stream cipher that uses a bit-wise exclusive-or
(XOR) operation between the plain text (P) and the keystream
(K) generated by a pseudo-random number generation algo-
rithm (PRNG). Note that the XOR is subject to the cancellation
propriety:

P⊕ K = C; P⊕C = K.

The cipher textC is contained inside an HTTP POST request
made by the infected computer to itsdropzone, therefore the
entire data payload needs to be extracted from the network flow
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before being correctly decrypted. However, the new versionof
Zeus introduces an obfuscation mechanism that consists in re-
cursively XORing every byte with its previous one, while the
first byte of the plain text is simply copied into the obfuscated
string. Algorithms 1 and 2 show the pseudo-code of the ob-
fuscation routinesvisualEncrypt() andvisualDecrypt()
used by this malware version.

Algorithm 1 Obfuscation algorithm
1: function visualEncrypt(data) ⊲ The plain text data
2: for i ← 1, |data| do
3: datai ← datai ⊕ datai−1

4: i ← i++
5: end for
6: return data ⊲ The obfuscated data
7: end function

Algorithm 2 De-Obfuscation algorithm
1: function visualDecrypt(data) ⊲ The RC4 deciphered data
2: for i ← |data|,1 do
3: datai ← datai ⊕ datai−1

4: i ← i++
5: end for
6: return data ⊲ The plain text data
7: end function

Note that, as a result of Algorithm 1, the unknown terms in
a Zeusreport headerare propagated through the obfuscated
string. However, in the following we prove that aderivate key
γ can be obtained and used to extract the lastm elements of
any string ciphered using keyK, regardless of the application
of Algorithm 1.

Definition 1. Let P = {ǫ0, ..., ǫn−1, pn, ..., pn+m−1} be a string
with |P| = n + m composed by a set ofn unknown valuesǫi
followed by a set ofm known valuespi . Let K be a cipher key
andC the cipher text obtained asC = Ob f(P) ⊕ K. We define
a derivate keyassociated toC asγ = C ⊕ O′, whereO′ is the
obfuscation of a vectorP′ = {ϕ0, ..., ϕn−1, p′n, ..., p

′
n+m−1} with

p′i = pi for i ∈ [n...n+m−1] andϕi taking any known value for
i ∈ [0...n− 1].

Theorem 1. Given a cipher text Z= Ob f(Q) ⊕ K with |Z| =
n+m, the last m elements of the string Q can be obtained using
the derivate keyγ associated to C.

Proof. Thederivate keyis defined asγ = C ⊕ O′, where the
first term can be expressed as

C = Ob f(P) ⊕ K =







































Ob f(ǫi) ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [0...n− 1]

Ob f(ǫn−1) ⊕ pn ⊕ ... ⊕ pi ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [n...n+m− 1]

(1)

while O′ is obtained as follows

O′ = Ob f(P′) =







































Ob f(ϕi)
for i ∈ [0...n− 1]

Ob f(ϕn−1) ⊕ p′n ⊕ ... ⊕ p′i
for i ∈ [n...n+m− 1]

(2)

Sincepi = p′i , γ can be rewritten as

γ =







































Ob f(ǫi) ⊕Ob f(ϕi) ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [0...n− 1]

Ob f(ǫn−1) ⊕Ob f(ϕn−1) ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [n...n+m− 1]

(3)

Let us consider an unknown plain textQ =

{λ0, ..., λn−1,qn, ...,qn+m−1}. The corresponding cipher text
Z can be expressed as

Z = Ob f(Q) ⊕ K =







































Ob f(λi) ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [0...n− 1]

Ob f(λn−1) ⊕ qn ⊕ ... ⊕ qi ⊕ ki

for i ∈ [n...n+m− 1]

(4)

When applying thederivate keyto Z, we obtain

Z ⊕ γ =







































∆i

for i ∈ [0...n− 1]

∆n−1 ⊕ qn ⊕ ... ⊕ qi

for i ∈ [n...n+m− 1]

(5)

where∆i = Ob f(ǫi)⊕Ob f(ϕi)⊕Ob f(λi). Finally, valuesqi can
be obtained fori ∈ [n...n+m− 1] by applyingOb f−1(Z ⊕ γ) to
eliminate the constant term∆n−1.

Note that although termsλi cannot be obtained, these are not
relevant in order to identify malicious traffic.

4.2. Key Extraction algorithm

One of the aims of this research was to obtain enough parts
of γ needed to decipher the Zeus configuration file, which is
usually around 69 KBytes [30]. By executing a Zbot sample
in our sandbox, it was possible to build a packet containing
chosen-plaintextby inflating a modified cookie, i.e. here in af-
ter contrast-cookie, with ordinary strings. Thecontrast-cookie
takes a relevant role because it allows us to enrich ourchosen-
plaintextto obtain a bigger known plain text, which implies be-
ing able to consecutively retrieve the desired size ofγ. On top
of that, we were able to extract the lastm bytes of thederivate
keyγ and to decipher the configuration file without knowing
either the RC4 keystreamK or its seed. In addition, the pro-
posed approach would also save the researchers from carrying
out the static malware analysis to search either the keystream or
the seed in the system volatile memory.

Note that, according to Theorem 1, thederivate keyγ can
be applied to any stringZ obtained when ciphering a stringQ
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formed by a set ofn unknown values andm known ones with
key K; however, in order to obtainγ, it is necessary to establish
a correspondence betweenpi and p′i , which requires to know
n in advance. As stated in Section 3, a Zeusreport contains
two unknown substrings: the Zeusheaderand the Zeustrojan
item10002, i.e. thebotnet-id. Although the length of the Zeus
header is known, this is not the case for the Zeusbotnet-id.
Given that the mentioned field has a limited length, we tackle
this issue by performing abrute-force attackon the Zeusbotnet-
id item bodylength.
According to the Zeus packet structure explained before, the
length of every Zeusitem bodyis declared in 4 bytes of its
header. Thus, the maximum length of the field is 232 bytes
long. However, the Zeus Builder toolkit does not allow cre-
ation of malwares containing abotnet-idvalue bigger than 20
characters. Therefore, we just need to make an attempt over
20 different positions as to where to insert our knownenviron-
mental itemvalues. Algorithm 3 is in charge of creating the set
of all the possible obfuscated textsO′, depending on their dif-
ferent lengths. Note that in line 5 theinsert function is used
for adding the character“A” at the fixed position3 x, and shift-
ing all the next values by one byte in the string. The algorithm
takes thechosen-plaintextas input, and returns a multimodal-
array with all the related obfuscated texts.

Algorithm 3 Create Obfuscation Set algorithm
1: function createObfSet(text) ⊲ The chosen plain text
2: T ← text
3: x← 112
4: for i ← 0, 20do
5: insert(Tx, ”A”)
6: O′i ← visualEncrypt(T)
7: i ← i++
8: end for
9: return O′ ⊲ The obfuscated set

10: end function

Once we generate our set ofO′, we can use it for retrieving
thederivate keyas explained before. The key extraction pseudo
code is expressed in Algorithm 4.

• Lines 1-4 The functionextractKS() is called with three
arguments: the intercepted payloadC, the chosen-plain
text P′ previously generated, as well as a second payload
D, corresponding to another infected computer belonging
to the same botnet.

• Line 5 The set of obfuscated textsO′ is created in order to
test all possible lengths of Zeus’botnet-id item.

• Lines 6-12A derivate keysmatrix S is generated as ex-
plained before, where every elementSi corresponds to one
possible Zeusbotnet-id itemlength.

• Lines 13-20In order to discover the appropriatederivate
key, every keySi is tested against the second payloadD.

3This position depends on the length of the Zeusitem id 10001

As a result, a matrixO′′ containing all the possible de-
cryptions ofD is obtained. Moreover, the entropy of each
possible decryption is computed in line 18.

• Lines 21- 24The appropriatederivate key Sv = γ is identi-
fied due to the lower entropyEi resulting of its application
to the payloadD.

Once a reasonable part ofγ is successfully extracted, it is sent to
Cronusin order to be able to identify Zeus traffic by performing
deep packet inspection.

Algorithm 4 Key Extraction algorithm
1: function extractKS(payload1, payload2, knownPlain)
2: P′ ← knownPlain
3: C← payload1
4: D← payload2
5: O′ ← createObfSet(P′)
6: for i ← 0, |O′| do
7: for t ← 0, |O′i | do
8: Si , t ← O′i,t ⊕Ct

9: i ← t++
10: end for
11: i ← i++
12: end for
13: for i ← 0, |S| do
14: for t ← 0, |Si | do
15: O′′i,t ← Si,t ⊕ Dt

16: i ← t++
17: end for
18: Ei ←calcEntropy(O′′i )
19: i ← i++
20: end for
21: v← calcMin(E)
22: γ ← S[v]
23: return γ
24: end function

4.3. Cronus: an IDS for Zeus

Our research further demonstrates how the entropy of these
obfuscated messagesO remains nearly constant, allowing us to
automatically identify malicious traffic even if it is not fully
deobfuscated. This propriety derives from thezero padding
stringsused by Zeus for composing its messages. As can be
seen in Figure 3, when these strings are obfuscated by the
Cronus() routine, the resulting output contains several text
parts with repeated characters (these parts are evidenced in the
cited figure). As a result, the calculated entropy drastically de-
creases in comparison with the one calculated for the cipher
text.

Algorithm 5 illustrates the pseudo code ofCronus, the pro-
posed Zeus IDS. The algorithm works as follows: a) once the
suspicious HTTP payload has been filtered out, it is passed as
an argument to themakeitPlain() function. b) The Shannon en-
tropy H of the message is then calculated and, if it is higher
than the thresholdα, this means that the analyzed payloadC
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Figure 3: Zeus data through the three deciphering phases

is encrypted. Hence, the algorithm can continue its flow4. c)
The function continues with theRC4() routine which XOR-
decryptsC with all the γ values previously collected and, for
each decrypted outputO, the routinecalcentropy() is called
to calculate its entropyH′. d) If H′ is lower thanβ, it means
thatO is likely to be a Zeus obfuscated message. As said, there
is no need to deobfuscateO in order to confirm the detection.

It is important to note that the condition|γi | ≥ |C| should be
verified before calling theCronus function. Because of this, we
are able to identify only those packets with cardinality less or
equal than the collected key one, meaning that the key shouldbe
big enough (300 Bytes at least) to correctly decrypt a Zeuslog
message and determine its maliciousness. By considering that
this could raise a performance issue forCronusdue to collect-
ing several keys and using them to analyze each HTTP POST
packet, we focused on only searching for short and delimited
parts of Zeus packets and analyze them accordingly.

We found two different patterns that, once encrypted and ob-
fuscated, always maintain certain contents at the same position,
and keep their entropy values constant. In order to find a pat-
tern useful to identify Zeus traffic, we need to use thestatic
parts of its messages with contents changing as little as possi-
ble, and that are always located at the same position of the Zeus
message. Given these constraints, we focused on the 12 bytes
reserved for the Zeusheader info, and the 16 bytes reserved for
the first Zeusitem header. While otheritem header’s positions

4Note that from Information Theory we know that the Shannon entropy is
not increased by more than the length of the encryption key. However, dealing
with RC4 encryption, the encryption key is as long as the plaintext is. There-
fore, our choice of the Shannon entropy to determine whether amessage is
encrypted is meaningful.

Bytes range Content Binary values

48− 51 \021′\000\000 1001
52− 55 \000\000\000\000 0
56− 59 \000\000\000 32
59− 63 \000\000\000 32

Table 2: Zeus ItemID 1001 header

Zeus message segmentBytes range n. of null bytes

Zeusheader info 20− 31 5
Zeusitem1001header 48− 63 12

Table 3: Pattern used byCronus

are variable, i.e. depend on the size of the previousitem body,
these headers can always be found at the same position of the
TCP packet’s payload, i.e. between byte 20 and byte 31, and
between byte 48 and byte 63 respectively.

Pattern 1:Zeus header info– The 12 bytes long Zeusheader
info contains information about the Zeus body size, the item
flags, and the number of items. The body size of a typical Zeus
log message is around 300 bytes, thus, by considering that the
maximum number of bits used to represent this number is 17,
and that four bytes are used for encoding the Zeus body size, in
the worst case one entire byte will always be set tozero. Next,
the four bytes long Zeusitem flagsfollow a certain structure:
the first byte is used as a binary selector in order to inform if
the packet is compressed or not, the second byte is used for in-
structing the control panel about how to manage the Zeusitems
if they are encrypted, while the third byte is used for reducing
the risk of item overlapping. Finally, the last byte is neverused,
and is always set to zero. Although we can definitely assert
that in the worst case one byte will be always set tonull, it is
interesting to note that all the Zeuslog messages that we ana-
lyzed during our research, always kept these four bytes equal
to zero. Lastly, by considering that in the Zeus control panel
source code only 45 different items are encoded, only one byte
of the four allocated will be enough to represent the number of
the items contained inside a Zeus message.

Pattern 2:Zeus item header– Recalling the Zeus packet struc-
ture exposed in Section 3, the 16 bytes long Zeusitem header
contains theitemID, fournull bytes, and an identical pair of four
bytes containing theitem body’s length. Therefore, as we have
already showed, 232 bits are used to express the item’s length in
bytes. ThebotID is composed of the infected computer’s Net-
Bios name, which can be 15 byte length at maximum, and a 17
bytes long string randomly generated by the malware in order
to assure a uniquebotID. Hence, the Zeusitem body’slength
can be 32 bytes at maximum and only one of the four allocated
bytes may be used to express this information, while the other
three bytes will always contain zero values. As showed in Table
2, the first Zeusitem headercontains severalnull bytes.

Table 3 summarizes the pattern values by highlighting the
number ofnull bytespresent in the worst case. Due to their
nature, these headers always contain several zero strings that
drastically decrease the string entropy value. Notably, byus-
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Var Entropy value Explanation

α ≥ 7.3 Encrypted text
β 6.0-6.6 Obfuscated text
δ ≤ 4.8 Plain text

Table 4: Entropy thresholds used during the experimental phase

ing more bytes than required, the malware coder compromised
its own obfuscation algorithm by making its output easily de-
tectable. Based on these findings, our research demonstrates
that the proposed IDS can identify certain Zeus traffic with only
36 bytes long keys. In this way, the performance ofCronusstor-
ing and analyzing all the captured HTTP POST requests signifi-
cantly increases in comparison to storing 1500 bytes long keys.

Finally, once the Zeus bot communication is identified, sev-
eral further actions could be taken. For instance, the traffic
could be blocked by a network firewall. This can be easily
achieved withCronussending the information needed to up-
date the firewall rules in order to deny all the traffic directed
to the Zeus C&C. Theα andβ entropy thresholds used during
our experiments are shown in Table 4. These thresholds have
been set after a learning phase which included calculating the
entropy of 100 Zeus plain texts with their corresponding obfus-
cated and encrypted transformation. Note that these valuesare
completely customizable.

Algorithm 5 Cronus algorithm
1: function Cronus(payload) ⊲ HTTP POST request
2: H← calcEntropy(payload)
3: if H ≥ α then ⊲ The payload is encrypted
4: for i ← 1, sizeofΓ do
5: C← payload
6: O← RC4(C, γi)
7: H′ ← calcEntropy(O)
8: if H′ ≤ β then ⊲ Zeus obfuscated data
9: return 1 ⊲ Zeus obfuscated data

10: else
11: return 0 ⊲ data not decrypted
12: end if
13: i ← i++
14: end for
15: end if
16: end function

5. Experimental Setting

The different phases of our experiment are described in the
following section. In order to testCronus, we set up a test-
ing environment, which comprises an in-house Zeus botnet that
includes a C&C, adropzone, two computers to infect (v1 and
v2), and a web server where a fake banking webpage is run-
ning. Once the testing environment was configured, we created
a Zeus trojan binary and executed it inv1 andv2. Furthermore,
we analyzed the generated network traffic in order to extract
certain parts of thederivate key. Finally, we used those keys to

developCronus, an IDS able to detect Zeus traffic in a produc-
tion network.

5.1. Set up of the testing environment

In the first phase, we recreated a complete Zeus environment
in an isolated network. This task has been accomplished by
customizing theDorothy framework[11] that is currently em-
ployed for similar research initiatives. Such a framework is
built upon a VMWare ESXi infrastructure that is automatically
piloted through theDorothy Console, i.e. a Ruby gem installed
on an external machine which is in charge to start, stop and
revert the virtual machines, besides running executables inside
them once transferred. The framework comes with a network
analysis module (NAM) which relies on apcapr-local[31] in-
stance that is dedicated to dissecting and storing the analyzed
traffic into a non-SQL database for allowing fast and indexed
searches. Such a module is in charge of recording and dissect-
ing all the network traffic generated by the sandboxes for the
whole execution of the VMs.

SandBox
Windows

1

Zeus
Conf Srv

+
DropZone

Fake 
Bank 

website

eth0 eth1

Malw-net

Dorothy
NAM

Tap-net

eth3

SPAN

Dorothy Console

VMWare ESXi
Server

WAN
Linux Debian

Windows XP3

SandBox
Windows

2

Figure 4: Test environment used during the experiment

Hence, we configured four different virtual machines: a
Linux Debian distribution was used for configuring the Zeus
control panel and itsdropzoneand two Windows virtual ma-
chines were selected as sandboxes for the malware execution.
Finally, another Linux-based VM was used for running a fake
bank website. The Windows sandboxes come with a Windows
XP SP3 default installation, with Internet Explorer 7 installed
on it. In addition, acontrast-cookie, associated to the local
fake bank website was inserted in the default IE system cook-
ies folder/Documents and Settings/userhome/Cookies

of both sandboxes, and modified in order to contain a large
quantity of repeated strings (we tested acontrast-cookieup to
700 Kbyte large). The fake web server ran on a TomCat server,
which replicated the login page of a known home banking web-
site. The local DNS server was configured consequentially in
order to resolve the real bank site URL with the local IP address.
A summarized scheme of the test environment is presented in
Figure 4.
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Finally, we used the provided Zeus Builder to create a new
malware samplemw1 and its relative configuration filecon f1
and moved them to the sandboxes and to thedropzonerespec-
tively. The configuration file contains the local IP addresses of
our testing environment asdropzoneand C&C. Through this
file, we configured our botsv1 andv2 in order to communicate
with the C&C every two minutes, and to send the full system
reportsevery four minutes. Notably, thesereportscontain all
the system cookies, including our inflatedcontrast-cookie.

5.2. Malware execution and Key extraction

The whole malware analysis process is described in Figure
5. The process begins by transferringmw1 to the sandboxes,
and executing it with administrative privileges. We define the
zombified timeframe∆te as the interval∆t between the time of
the malware execution and the time when the virtual machines
v1 andv2 are reverted to their not malicious activities.

During∆te, theNAM records all network traffic generated by
the infected VMs, and stores it in a PCAP file. At the early
age of its infection, the infected systems attempt to retrieve the
encrypted configuration file by making HTTP GET requests to
the Zeus C&C (Step 1). Notably, the C&C IP address/domain
name is hard coded inside the malware binary, and it could be
revealed by conducting a binary static analysis. Just afterthe
execution of the malware, both sandboxes are automatically
driven to visit the fake bank website, and to enter fake login
credentials (Step 2). Web automation is accomplished by exe-
cuting a customized macro of the iMacros plugin [32], which
successfully emulates the usual human internet browsing activ-
ity.
After con f1 is downloaded, each infected system deciphers it
and extracts the information related to the botnetdropzonedo-
main name/IP address. At this point, the bot begins to make two
different types of HTTP POST requests to the C&C (Step 3), i.e.
Zeus logsandreports. Differently from the first type of request,
the size of the data transmitted in the Zeusreport depends on
the information stored in the infected computer. As previously
outlined, we leveraged this propriety to inflate ourcontrast-
cookiein order to extract enough parts of the keystream needed
to further decryptcon f1. An example of a decrypted report mes-
sage (where relevant parts are highlighted), can be seen in Fig-
ure 6.

After ∆te, the sandbox virtual machines are reverted to their
original state, and the saved network dump is analyzed inside
the NAM by dissecting it and extracting all the network flows
recorded during the analyzed time (Step 4). Consecutively,the
Dorothy Consoleanalyzes them by filtering out only those flows
related to HTTP traffic directed to the local Zeus C&C, and
then extracts the payload of the largest ones, which supposedly
contain the stolen cookies ofv1 andv2. Once the ciphered flows
have been filtered out, they are used for extracting thederivate
keyas explained in Section 4 (Step 5).

Finally, the returned keystream is used for decrypting the en-
crypted configuration file, and if the retrieved output givesan
acceptable entropy (H′ ≤ β), then the tuple< mwi , γi > can be
sent to theCronusdatabase (Step 6). Notably, this operation is

Isolated Network

Internet

Zeus C&C

➁ GET /login.aspx
➀ GET /config.bin

POST /login.aspx

Fake local Bank WebsiteZeus Bots

➄ Key Extraction

cookies

➅ Key Notification

➆ POST /
➇ Analysis

➈ Firewall Rule Update

Cronus

Dorothy NAM

Test enviroment Network

➂ POST /gate.php
➃ Traffic analysis

Dorothy Console

Figure 5: Analysis Flow

accomplished by theDorothy Consolewhich connects theNAM
with the production network, e.g. whereCronusresides.

5.3. Malicious traffic identification

The last phase consists of detecting certain Zeus traffic in
a production network, having a set of valid Zeus keystreams
Γ = {γ0, γ1, ..., γi}, obtained as detailed in the previous subsec-
tion. To perform this test, we set up five different virtual ma-
chinesV = {v0, ..., v4} in an isolated network (Step 7), which
constantly generate common network traffic towards a fixed
hosts rangeS = {s0, s2, ..., si}, e.g. web browsing and POP mail
consulting. Next, we infected one of them with a previously
created Zeus malware samplemw1, and recorded all network
traffic generated by this machine during∆te (Step 7). Another
virtual machine is configured as network sniffer in order to an-
alyze all network traffic going through the network. This lat-
ter VM also executes our Proof of Concept (PoC) forCronus,
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Figure 6: Information sent to Zeus dropzone

which is designed to scrub all HTTP POST requests identified
in the network flow (Step 8), and trigger an alert whenever a
malicious pattern is detected (Step 9). It is relevant to note that
the network flows analyzed byCronusdiscarded HTTPS traf-
fic, otherwise the algorithm would waste time and resources by
trying to decrypt a non-RC4 traffic. Additionally, other filter-
ing proprieties, e.g. white lists, can be added to reduce false
positives and to avoid unnecessary charge onCronusthat can
be generated by analyzing legitimate traffic. Finally, if Cronus
returns positive results for an analyzed network flow, we can
claim thatvi has been infected bymw1, and thatsi is a specific
Zeus C&C which has been proved to be online during during
∆te.

TheCronusPoC was developed to decipher all the suspicious
traffic identified in the network traffic. Since the Zeus botnet is
based on the HTTP protocol, and the stolen information is sent
to thedropzonethrough HTTP POST requests, the following is
recognized assuspicioustraffic and analyzed byCronus:

1. TCP traffic;
2. An HTTP POST request containing an encrypted body.

While filtering a TCP network stream is quite easy, filtering
HTTP POST requests requires analyzing the upper lever of the
TCP protocol. This technique is commonly referred asdeep
packet inspectionand requires a fast CPU in order to process the
network flow within a reasonable time. The proposedCronus

PoC was developed in Ruby language, and can be deployed and
executed on any system with the Ruby Framework installed on
it.

The next section reports on the results of our experiment.

6. Evaluation

In the following we describe the applicability of the proposed
approach inside a corporate network during a regular working
day. The goal of this experiment was to demonstrate that the
proposed approach could be used in a real scenario, by offer-
ing to the network administrator the capability to detect Zeus
infected systems.

6.1. Environment configuration
As first step we created a customized Zeus Trojan V. 2.0.8.9

by using the toolkit leaked on Internet. The malware was con-
figured in order to communicate to our internal server where a
Zeus control panel was previously set up. In addition, we de-
fined an interval of 2 minutes for the Zeuslog messages, and 10
minutes for thereport ones. The experiment began by execut-
ing an instance oftcpdump in a machine which was physically
connected to a SPAN port of the corporate router. In order to
limit the impact of the experiment, the SPAN port was config-
ured in order to redirect only the network traffic5 belonging to
a VLAN composed by 13 hosts, i.e. 11 desktop computers used
by researchers for their daily job, and 2 virtual machines ded-
icated for the experiment’s purpose.Cronuswas executed in
a Linux Debian Etch machine, with 2Gb of dedicated memory
and a 2.6Ghz CPU.

The sniffer began to record the local traffic at 9:50 AM6, and
continued its activity for the next 5 hours. At 11:35 AM, a Win-
dows XP SP3 virtual machine inside the same network was in-
fected with the previously generated malware, and an instance
of iMacros was configured to mimic a typical web browsing ac-
tivity by executing a macro which starts from the Google News
web page and browse its link every 10 minutes. At 3:00 PM,
the tcpdump instance was stopped, and overall 17.50 GB of
network traffic was correctly collected.

The malware keystream was previously extracted by using
the explained approach, and it was stored into a text file which
was already containing 28 different keys. In addition, 200 more
different keys were inserted into the key file, in order to assess
the computational overhead experienced byCronusduring the
keys loading function

Once the network dump was generated, it was moved to the
Cronusmachine.Cronuswas configured to load a file contain-
ing 229 different keys but to test only the first 30 in order to
simulate a real case scenario7.

5The entire experiment was conducted in accordance with the Spanish laws
on Privacy. Every user involved in the experiment had been previously in-
formed about the experiment purpose, the chain of custody of the generated
data, and the data retention period. It is important to note that every user was
free to decide to take part of the experiment or not, by signingan informative
document.

6In the following, times refer to Central European Time (GMT+1).
7We decided to test only 30 keys because at the time of this writing, there

are only 26 Zeus active domains according to Zeus Tracker[30].
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6.2. Results

Cronusanalyzed 7,133,170 TCP packets finding 5,990 HTTP
POST requests, 141 of them containing an encrypted payload.
For each of these, 30 different keys were tried in order to de-
cipher the payload and retrieve a reasonable entropy result. As
result, 138 HTTP POST requests were correctly identified as
Zeus traffic.
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Figure 7: Analyzed HTTP POST requests

Figure 7 shows that the three missing encrypted POST re-
quests didn’t belong to the infected machine (host-5), thus are
not false negatives. However, after a manual analysis of the
packets sent by the infected machine, we discovered that it gen-
erated 139 HTTP POST packets sent to the Zeus C&C. The
packet which was not detected byCronusbelonged to the Zeus
report communication flow, which contains all the cookies of
the infected system. As explained before, this packet is typi-
cally larger than the network MTU, and packet fragmentationis
often needed to correctly send it. As a matter of fact, the TCP
segment was 5785 bytes large, and it was split into 9 frames.
The first frame, contained only the HTTP POST header, and
it was correctly detected byCronus. However, the following
ones were not detected because they did not contain thePOST
keyword inside their body — as shown,Cronusonly consid-
ers these packets for its purpose. It is important to note that
big Zeusreport packets are definitely less frequent than thelog
ones. Hence, taking into accountpacket reassemblingwould
not substantially enhance the detection rate, while drastically
decreasing the analysis performance.

Figure 8 highlights the frequency of all the HTTP POST re-
quests sent by the most active hosts. Note thathost-5 has a
constant request rate, that identifies the typical Zeuslog mes-
sageactivity. Interestingly, this graph could help a system ad-
ministrator to identify suspicious Zeus traffic by only mapping
the host HTTP POST requests.

The time of the analysis was of 5.39 minutes, which means
that the estimated throughput of the proposed IDS is around
400 Mbit/s. The performance ofCronusstrictly depends on the
number of the keys tested, and on the network dump file size.
However, as shown in Figure 9, the number of tested keys does
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Figure 8: HTTP POST requests per host

not drastically impact on the execution time8 if we consider that
there are less than 90 different Zeus botnets spotted in the wild.
However, as the file size grows, the execution time increasesas
well, according to a linear relationship.
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Figure 9: Execution time per number of used keys

7. Lesson learned

One of the main contributions of this paper, apart from the
detailed techniques outlined so far, is the fact that we have
highlighted a general methodology to attack a class of mal-
ware that can be considered generic enough to account for a
reasonable part of the total amount of malware posing a serious
threat to the Internet. The approach can be essentially decom-
posed into the following steps: 1. Isolating crypto modulesof
the malware from the rest of the application; 2. Analyzing the

8The execution time values has been calculated by executingCronuson a
16,5 Mb large PCAP.
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crypto modules as for their operating procedures; 3. Discover-
ing flaws in the crypto modules. Note that the weaknesses we
have been investigating concern the composition of the crypto
module with the rest of the application; we did not focus on
breaking the crypto algorithm. In our investigation, we have
not devoted resources to make an attempt to break the RC4 im-
plementation that the crypto module is based upon. Instead,
with the above highlighted approach, we have discovered two
weaknesses: a. the crypto module is subject to a re-inizalitation
attack; b. the plain text to be encrypted can be provided as in-
put to the algorithm. These two weaknesses, combined with the
fact that the one time pad encryption (based on the keystream
generated by the RC4) is subject to the cancelation property,
have paved the way to our attack in recovering a relevant por-
tion of the keystream. It may be legitimate to think that an-
other weakness is represented by the short length of thebotnet-
id field. Although a biggerbotnet-idwould certainly impact
the keystream’s recovered fragments, it would also imply sev-
eral drawbacks for the C&C server management: this unique
field is used to update botnet information for every incoming
packet, thus doing a MySQL distinct query by filtering a —let
us suppose— 28 bytes longbotnet-idwould be cumbersome
in terms of system resources. In addition, Zeuslog communi-
cations length between the bot and its C&C, would drastically
increase, hence making them easier to detect9.

The sequel of our technique and proposed architecture has
just been an exercise in security engineering and secure net-
work design. Interestingly, the attack we proposed is just a
reviewed version of the Crib-based one used at Bletchley Park
while breaking the Enigma crypto system [33]: the known Zeus
environmental itemsrepresented ourcribsand the proposed key
extraction algorithms ourbombe. We can definitely assert that
old-fashion sound cryptanalysis still works, even 70 yearslater.

Finally, it is important to note that while the proposed tech-
nique is unique to Zeus malware versions prior to 2.0.8.9 andto
some later variants that still continue to use the same crypto rou-
tine, trends of malware flaws in the implementation and use of
crypto algorithms (like the exploited one) could be potentially
used as directions for the reverse engineering of other malware
in the wild.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have showed a complete solution to detect
certain families of Zeus, one of the most dreadful financial mal-
wares. In particular, we have exposed a technique that allows
to extract the keystream used by Zeus to encrypt its payload.
Based on these results, an IDS to detect Zeus (Cronus) has
been detailed, and it has been experimentally tested on a pro-
duction network. Excellent performance and effectiveness re-
sults achieved byCronussupport our findings. Finally, we have
reported on lesson learning and highlighted future work.

9Readers who might be interested in finding out more about the counter-
measures which could be used to avoid the exposed detection mechanism may
contact us. As a result of an internal discussion it was decided to not disclose
those techniques in this paper to avoid them being used by malware developers.
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